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VIOLATION OF: Canon Law 2055 & Canon Law 

2057, Contract Law. Constitutional Rights, 

Inalienable Rights. Identity theft and fraud. My 

“Free Will”.  
 

From: Redeemer Lorna Lynne Borgeson 

Queen Mother all rights reserved. Also see of 

7111 Peach Orchard Road, 

Summerland, B.C. V0H 1Z6 

 

To: Department of Justice Canada             TO: Attorney General & Justice Minister 

Jody Wilson-Raybould 

1245 West Broadway (Main Office) 

Suite 104 

Vancouver, British Columbia 

V6H 1G7 

Telephone: 604-717-1140 

Fax: 604-717-1144 

ATTACHEMENT: Affidavit for court file Royal Bank of Cananda vs Lorna Lynne Richard and other. Court 

registration number: NO. PEN-S-11 40727 Penticton Registry 

I Redeemer Lorna Lynne Richard Queen Mother affirm the following to be true and accurate to the best of my 

knowing:   

 

It is a fact that:  

1. I have not wilfully committed any crime. As a tax payer I was being forced into being an accessory to 

numerous crimes against myself and my fellow man.  

2. I and we the inhabitants of earth have been subject to the ignorance, negligence, and crimes of others.  

3. Nothing is as it seems, the earth has been held in a shadow of black magic for millennium.  

a. All systems created by the Illuminati have been designed to perpetuate violence including the 

judicial system.  Please see the accompanying Affidavit  

b. The inhabitants of earth have been held in a kind of hypnotic trance blinding us to the reality of 

things.  

4. As a natural born man/woman I/we are told we are under protection by LAW.  I/We are under the 

 impression that we are protected by our countries constitutional capacity with our inalienable 

 rights recognized and honoured. The fact is we are not protected by the laws and our   

inalienable rights are not being recognized. 

5.  I demand that the Hierarchy be recognized returning the Supremacy of Heaven.  

a. The very nature of laws devised by the ethically and morally corrupt have/has violated my  
 ecclesiastical rights as a creator. In physics, "a proposition which expresses the regular order of 
 things," from 1660s. Law and order have been coupled since 1796. To lay down the law (1752)  
 is pleonastic (the "law" in the figure is biblical law, laid down from the pulpit). Poor laws   
 provided for the support of paupers at public expense; sumptuary laws restrained excesses in   
 apparel, food, or luxuries. 

      b.    As an inhabitant of earth my/our physical body, my/our emotional body, and my/our spirit body  
after incarnating on earth by the nature of the birth certificate registration does not allow for  the 
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body matrix to be protected by the courts and the current system of justice and Law   
Enforcement.  
  a. under the current system we incriminate ourselves just by being born into the   
      colonized system of registration forcing us into contract by deceit.    
 b. In the act of being born into this system our natural right to live in unity    
  with/as the higher self is being suppressed.   
      c.. LAW is a man-made IDEA only, and the oldest usage of that IDEA comes from Right now, the 
 oldest legal code known is the Ur-Nammu Code that in effect when Abram was born in Ur of 
 Sumer, not Ur of the Chaldees/Akkadians.  All LAW is fiction created by a group of control freaks,  
and exists today because of control freaks that do not support the  law.     

I. Law Enforcement officers are “public servants” that are supposed to be keeping us  
safe.                                                                                                                                   EXHIBIT A   

      d.   The inhabitants of earth are under mind control by Malevolent ET’’s, master geneticists, master 
 manipulator that have designed a lineage that is easy to control in order to control mankind. 

a. this lineage is of Lucifer’s blood line they are now known as the “Illuminati” aka cabal. 
Their violent behaviour has distilled out of their genome everything that make a human 
humane.  Please see  Affidavit 

 6.   In court, I/We was/are demoralized and dehumanized by the system. I/We are set up to incriminate 
   ourselves when we walk onto the court.  Please see Affidavit 

7. I DEMAND A JUDICIAL REVIEW in the case between Royal Bank of Canada v. Paul Ricky Richard  
and others: Supreme Court of British Columbia Penticton Registry No PEN-S-H-40727. I was  never 
given due process and my jurisdiction was wavered and my free will was not recognized. 
                                   

a. It became very clear that the courts are corrupted as are the laws. The man made Laws with 
its "legal ease" and “blacks Laws" are black magic word spells specifically designed for those 
that are not aware what is actually happening on planet earth. People that are not aware of 
their inalienable rights and not educated in the use of black magic on the planet are taken 
advantage of.  The rights and freedoms of the people depend upon the Right of Consent. 
Without consent, there can be no contract and no jurisdiction. Any court without a jury is an 
“administrative court” (Admiralty) for settling commercial disputes between legal Persons 
and depending for its Jurisdiction upon the consent of the governed. There is a 
misconception that the only venue of “justice” for a living Man or Woman is a 
Constitutionally Sanctioned Common Law “court of record” with a proper, covered jury, or 
better yet a Constitutionally Sanctioned Common Law court. with Responsibilities and 
Credit, and are subject to the precepts of Common Law to live honourable; to hurt no one. i. 
This is being violated by the “ruling elite”. This is only allowing for the 'slavery system' to 
continue.   

b. Not knowing the laws is no excuse for allowing bankers to get away with fraud, 
embezzlement, and entrapment.         

              8. All inhabitants of earth are born with the inalienable right to live in the truth of ONENESS expressing  
       as a sovereign expression of Divinity. 
                                          a. I demand an investigation and all participating to be held accountable under the 
    colour of law.  
                                            b. To deny sovereignty is to deny free will. To be sovereign one must know  
    themselves as the source of their own life.  
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                                            c. I established jurisdiction prior to walking on the court which Master   
   Wilson ignored.                                                               
                    d. I am , nor have I ever been a corporation and/or a legal person and I do not accept 
    that my name must be registered in order to conduct my commercial affairs. 
             9. I Redeemer Lorna Lynne Borgeson Queen Mother a sovereign natural born woman of earth through  
 direct experience of my multidimensional self know that I am God. I am the source of my own   
life and the source of my own love. The brain a dual processing biocomputer is not fully    
operational as a result of direct influence by the Chimera. The evolution of our biology has   been 
deliberately messed with so that the two parts of the biocomputer are not synchronized   and the 
biology of the brain is not fully capable of receiving all the information available to it.   My natural 
ability to express in my Divine Potential has/is being interfered with. a. Explained   and validated on the 
 following webpage: 

https://doveyou.wordpress.com/2017/01/14/re-claiming-our-birth-right/ 
           10. I demand my sovereignty be recognized as well as my Claim of Right/Claim of Divine proportion  
  honoured.  In the spirit realm I am recognized as MOTHER!   See EXHIBIT G IN THE 1st   
 Affidavit in The Supreme Court Civil Claim file number 41937 Penticton Registry                                                                                                                                        

a. The fact that I and any man/women would have to take the steps to claim sovereignty is    
  disconcerting . All living beings should be seen as a sovereign expression of their    
 Divinity with their“free will” honoured.  

b. The class system has been imposed up on us by Lucifer’s blood line, see Affidavit 
i. this imposed class system has allowed for numerous crimes against the natural born     

inhabitants of earth. Those imposing the crimes and those that enact the crimes                                         
     “know not what they do”.   
c. The fact that I have/had to prove my sovereignty and demand to be recognized as sovereign 

     exposes that we the inhabitants of earth are held to false doctrine we are not         
living our spiritual truth of ONENESS. The systems of control are prohibiting our        spiritual 
evolution and our knowing of our selves as Creator. 

d. A Claim of Right 

Any living man/woman can make a written “Claim of Right” as evidence of their living 

standing. Such a claim can include evidence of life such as a thumbprint, witnessed in a living 

jurisdiction by a Justice of the Peace. This “rebuts the presumption” that you are in “joinder” to a 

dead legal “person” NAME, and according to the Cestui Que Vie Act 1666, section IV, 'If the 

supposed dead Man proves to be alive, then the Title is revested.' In short, all your Rights and 

Properties are restored. 

Please be advised that I had and have informed the Vatican a year ago of my “Claim of 

Right” and “Claim of Divine Proportion” It was also published on the web letting others know of 

my standing, it was faxed to office to the Secretary of the Governor General on the 2nd day of 

June in the year of our Lord 2017 with instructions to correct my status/standing in all 

governmental matters. I expect this to be registered with the Registrar General. I now expect 

others to acknowledge my standing - I KNOW WHO/WHAT I AM. I know my Heavenly 

Mission, I know my reason for being.  

Please see my webpage published on the 14 day of January in the year of our Lord  2017 

for confirmation:  https://doveyou.wordpress.com/2017/01/14/re-claiming-my-birth-right. 
11. It has come to my attention that politician’s and other Government employees in high ranking   
positions are either wilfully lying to me or they do not know what the “Crown” is and/or the true  power 
behind  the “CROWN”.  

https://doveyou.wordpress.com/2017/01/14/re-claiming-our-birth-right/
https://doveyou.wordpress.com/2017/01/14/re-claiming-my-birth-right
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  a. T he inhabitants of earth especially government employees and those working in the judiciary 
    have a right to know the true  power behind the “CROWN”.  
                   b.  The Crown of Ba'al, also known as the Papal Tiara and Triregnum is a three-tiered jewelled 
   papal crown and symbol of claimed papal supremacy since the 16th Century. Since the  
  16th Century, it has featured prominently as part of the coat of arms of the Vatican,    
usually with the crossed keys of claims of authority from St Peter.  
                       c.  The world is run by the spiritually corrupt that know how to invoke the spirits in  
   the Astral realm for flavors. They have sold out for the 'illusion' of power. "They   
  know not what they do". The spirits  in the Astral realm are just as dysfunctional     
as they indiscriminately grant flavors to whom ever calls on them. It does not     matter 
if Master Magician is a diabolical narcissistic psychopath driven by the     
illusion of power These individual that do this have bound their spirit and are     
attempting to do the same for the rest of mankind. They have suppressed the     
evolution of consciousness, the soul, thus the evolution of life.                        d.  
The Lineage of Lucifer have manipulated the Judicial system with their own Phony     
Phoenician Black Magic Word spells known as "Legal Ease" and "Blacks Laws" used to    
control the mind of man and bind the spirit thus preventing the evolution of the Soul. 
                          c. The unchecked perversion of the clergy has/is being seen in society. 
                                        i. Parishioners have a right to know that the clergy are getting away with raping and 
    murdering our children. In 2012 It was reported that 22 billion and 100000 ii.    
   victims have been reported in the US alone.  The criminal negligence of those in   
  authority who have/has not investigated Jorje Mario Bergoglio and Adoolfe     
Nicolas participation in these crimes is outrageous. The position of POPE is no     
excuse for getting away with committing criminal acts.                           d. The 
carrier criminal is getting away with unthinkable crimes hidden behind the cloak of     
the “CHURCH” with the title of “POPE”.  
                           https://www.ncronline.org/blogs/ncr-today/vatican-abuse-summit-22-billion-and-100000-
victims-us-alone 
12. Government employees are either wilful in their participation as a Zionist in support of Israel or blind  
to  the fact that they are Zionist Mafia Members in  support of the  numerous crimes against humanity  
while supporting the demonizing of the world.   

                                    http://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/07/30/holy-serpent-of-the-khazarian-mafia/                            
a. I demand a review of all Government officials. 

a.i. All politicians must have a psychological evaluation determining their mental capacity to 
think for themselves.  

a.ii. All government employees must be screened for their participation in Luciferian 
indoctrination and/or Satanism.  

a.iii. All government employees must be evaluated with regard to their knowledge of the 
power of the ‘Crown”.  

        b. I demand an audit of Revenue Canada. 
   i. tax payers have a right to know who is controlling  “Revenue Canada and the IRS”.   
13.  The entire world is under Martial Law controlled by the Khazarian/Zionist Mafia. This mafia sprung 
  out of the Unholy Babylonian Cult now known as the Unholy Roman Catholic Church. Th planet  
 is policed by the extremely violent Jesuit Order, The Swiss Guard, and the “Global Military   
Industrial Complex “The BAR association and the "GLOBAL Military Industrial Complex" are   owned 

https://www.ncronline.org/blogs/ncr-today/vatican-abuse-summit-22-billion-and-100000-victims-us-alone
https://www.ncronline.org/blogs/ncr-today/vatican-abuse-summit-22-billion-and-100000-victims-us-alone
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/07/30/holy-serpent-of-the-khazarian-mafia/
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and controlled by the  same talking heads, which is the “Dark Nobility” aka “global elite”.   They 
are far from being noble as seen in their thoughts and actions. They are not in their right   mind 
if they are wilfully destroying that which gives them life for their idealism.  Please see the   
following webpage:  

  http://www.veteranstoday.com/2015/03/08/the-hidden-history-of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia/ 

https://concisepolitics.com/2017/03/04/babylonian-khazarian-mafia-plan-for-humanitys-destruction-
and-the-british-rothschilds-zionist-mafia-world-dictatorship-the-final-empire/  
 

14. Forcing the inhabitants of earth by invading and forcing a system of beliefs especially a Satanic  
 Religion disguised as Christianity is a violation of Prime Directive and a violation of the Galactic  
Codex.    

14.                              a.  Imposing the inhabitants of earth to taxation and a Court system designed to  
                                                            perpetuate violence is a  violation of the Prime Directive and a violation of the 
                
                                                                  Galactic Codex. It is not sanctioned by 
heaven.  

15.                                                      b. I demand a dissolving of Canada and a restoration of Turtle Island prior to its invasion                                                              
and the corruption of the ORIGINAL peoples.             

16.                          15. A terrorist by definition is a politician that endorses violence, a politician that endorses war.                                  

noun 

1.a person who uses unlawful violence and intimidation, especially against civilians, in the 

pursuit of political aims. 

synonyms:extremist, fanatic; More 

                    adjective 

1.unlawfully using violence and intimidation, especially against civilians, in the pursuit of 

political aims. 

 16. Wars are manufactured using “False Flag” events in order to elicit the support of the governed.  
                                   http://www.whatreallyhappened.com/WRHARTICLES/42falseflags.php   

i. “False Flag” attack doesn’t mean it is fake and people do not die. The 
unfathomable fact is a “False Flag” means people are set up to die for a political 
reason just like 9-11. People in authority that know this Is happening without 
putting an end to it are criminally negligent.   

                                               II demand a psychological evaluation of all military brass and a thorough review of 
    Veterans affairs and their use of trauma based mind control.  
                                               III Those in positions of authority are accessories to the chemical poisoning, raping, 
    murdering, and torture of millions of innocent beings and the decimation of  
   families and cultures.                                        

17.                             17. Politicians are hand selected in college for their corruptibility, either they are easy to brainwash or                                          
morally and ethically corrupt. The “global elite” “Soul Group Lucifer” have created secret                                          
societies which they proceed to entice the men and women with a political interest to join.                                            
Individuals in lower level politics without the necessary characteristics, the ability to be                                                     
hypnotized while being morally and ethically corrupt, are weeded out. Those that do join these                                          
occult societies get their heads filled with occulted knowledge, blind to the fact they are being                                          
brainwashed and hypnotized to an agenda while having their freedoms stripped away.   

 

http://www.veteranstoday.com/2015/03/08/the-hidden-history-of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia/
https://concisepolitics.com/2017/03/04/babylonian-khazarian-mafia-plan-for-humanitys-destruction-and-the-british-rothschilds-zionist-mafia-world-dictatorship-the-final-empire/
https://concisepolitics.com/2017/03/04/babylonian-khazarian-mafia-plan-for-humanitys-destruction-and-the-british-rothschilds-zionist-mafia-world-dictatorship-the-final-empire/
http://www.whatreallyhappened.com/WRHARTICLES/42falseflags.php
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 The unsuspecting initiates of these occulted cult societies such as “Skull and Bones”,    

 “Freemasonry”, “Knights of Malta, and “Knights of Columbus” are blind to the lunacy of the   

societies leaders. It has become clear that psychopathy is contagious. A new member during  their 

initiation are encouraged to confess their dirty secrets as a way of a kind of cleansing and  re-birthing 

process. They are not yet corrupted with a criminal mind completely unaware that  they are being 

recorded  

  
 It has been well documented that politicians are later lead into compromising positions such as  

orgies and paedophile parties. Those that may still have a conscience soon realize the trap they  find 
themselves in. Unable to come forward as their dirty little secrets are used as black mail  material 
against them. Mean while, there are others that are set up to get caught with their  pants down 
or their hands in the cookie jar so that the diabolical narcissist has them exactly  where they want 
them. These poor unsuspecting schmucks going into politics are malleable  like clay in the hands 
of the master manipulator. The downfall of mankind is the ability to be  hypnotized.  
 
 Those that are brainwashed and work in the judiciary are either blind to their involvement in  

the crimes being permitted on earth or they are indoctrinated as a carrier criminal. These  
men/women are blind that they are committing the greatest crime in participating in the  binding of the 
spirit and preventing the evolution of the soul. 
 

                 Mark 8:36 ESV / 18  For what does it profit a man to gain the whole world and forfeit his soul? 
     18. I/We the natural born people of earth are birthed into a matrix of lies then wilfully lied to about  
  nearly everything.  
  a. I DO NOT CONSENT TO BEING LIED TO  

ie: Like when we are children and catch our parents in a lie we get over it.  
b. The psychology of belief is distilling out of humanity all that make a human humane.  
c. I/We the inhabitants of earth have the right to know the facts and discern for our selves what  

 is truth and what is fabricated.  
d.  I/We are born with ‘free will’ I/we must be given the right to decline the system. The  

  protests in the streets all over the world is proof that the inhabitants are rejecting the   
forced slavery system.                                                                          EXHIBIT B   The 
Unholy Cult members of the Khazarian/Zionist mafia aka “Illuminati” also known as   the 
Roman Catholic Church created the Vatican in order to hide the truth while they   
rewrote and changed our history. 

i.   They teach false doctrine from the pulpit to blind the parishioners from the truth. 
ii.  The inhabitants especially Catholics have a right to know that they are not 

 worshipping the God of their understanding. They have been secretly indoctrinated into 
 a satanic cult.  

ii. The highly indoctrinated need to wake up to the truth, they have been duped.  We  
have all been duped. We all, including all Christians, have not realized is that  the 
crucifixion of Jesus is the death of the Christ. The "Christ" is a state of being.  We are 
the Anti-Christ in our daily lives when we are not expressing love. All  forms of 
violence is perpetuating the corruption to the emotional body and  corrupting the 
'light body'. 

b.ii. Jesus-Yeshua ben Josef' did not die, he was murdered deliberately. Mankind 
 has been duped by the diabolical narcissist so that those behind the "Unholy 
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 Roman Empire" now known as the "Roman Catholic Church" would be left to 
 play out their sexual deviancy unhindered under the clock of the "CHURCH".
 b.iii. What so many "Christians" do not want to see is that Jesus was murdered 
 as a result of the ignorance of man.  It is clear there is no negotiating with 
 psychopaths.  It is also clear that psychopathy is contagious, The psychopathy of 
 Lucifer's children has corrupted the human genome. 

b.iv. Human sacrifice has always been seen as satanic, and even we, if we search  
our hearts, KNOW that killing someone as a sacrifice is evil, YET we accept this as  the  
ONLY way to God? We even relive this act by drinking fake "blood" and  eating  the 
"body" of Jesus. This symbolic drinking fake “blood” and eating the  “body of 
Jesus the Christ is vampirism and cannibalism.  As Christians, we are  mimicking an 
act where a human being is/ was murdered, and celebrating it as  the way to a "God" 
who loves the smell of burning flesh and just had to have  someone tortured/ die so 
you could go through life with no real accountability  for our actions. Not even the 
laws hold people accountable. Instead the courts  punish those that are already  
emotionally, psychologically, and spiritually  traumatized.  

19. I demand full disclosure with regard to the Unholy Roman Cult members who rewrote the bible  
   to deliberately deceive by hiding the true teaching of Jesus aka Yeshua ben Yosef and  
  the CHRIST state. Christians have a right to know the truth. They have been lied to and  
 brainwashed. The predicative programming deliberately provoked into conflict with    
Muslims who are also brainwashed by their religious indoctrination.  

20 .  The English Language was developed to bind our mind and control our energy.  Unbeknownst         

to most of us we have been cast into the ancient mold of ancient spells and the art of spell casting         We are 

all in a kind of mental slavery regardless to what “soul group” we are born from. Those          from“Soul 

Group Lucifer” are a prisoner of their own making “. The rest of us from “Soul           Group Yahweh” 

are held to the mental slavery when we are birthed as a “commoner” signing          ourselves over as a 

“citizen”. Our journey into mental enslavement starts when we are           enrolled in school by our 

unsuspecting parents. ( mid-14c. (transitive), from Old French           enrolled "record in a register 

write in a roll" (13c., Modern French enrôler), from en- "make,          put in" (see en- (1)) +  rolle (see roll 

 (n.)). Related: Enrolled; enrolling.). 

                    a. We have been taught language yet not the etymology of language or the etymology of the 

   words used in language.  

                    b. We have become victims to our own ignorance. The following video explains it very 

   well:  

a. The Truth About English: Phonics, Phonetics, and Esoteric Etymology 

    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5RttrUXb6mg 

     b. The “elite” children are trained in the “black arts”. As soon as they can walk they are 
    trained in the etymology of language and etymology of words. They are molded            
and trained in the art of spell casting, curse casting, and how to invoke the spirit        
realm for favours. Lucifer has endowed specific aspects of himself with special         traits 
and has given himself and them seals. These spirits and/or Jinns can be          invoked by 
the magician to grant those that know this trickery assistance in their life  
  c. When we use language to paint a picture for a desired outcome we are manipulating 

       reality.  Our vision is either in destructive to Divine Will (over rides the will of others)   
       or it is aligned with Divine Will (in right Use of Will)        

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5RttrUXb6mg
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 d. When we read words off a page, we are literally invoking them into being. Which        
operates on the same principles as magic 

e. cording to Tehuti (Thoth) to spell is to cast magic energy with a definite purpose.        
The words right, rite, and writing are significant to be aware of while unravelling the        
mystery of existence. Watch the following video for a greater understanding of       occulted 
knowledge. Occult means hidden. There have been those that have chosen       to use  this 
knowledge creating “Secret Societies” to suppress those that have         forgotten and/or  
are unaware that they are being manipulated. There are so many      individuals that are 
infected with a type of virus and hypnotized to an agenda. The         “Service to Self Group” 
controlling reality are also a victims to this virus. Those that       profess to be of Soul 
Group Lucifer aka “Illuminati” are themselves infected. They       have given over their 
power to a "higher power' or I should say a "lesser power".       They have held the world in a 
shadow of "Black Magick" for billions of years. 

          
Occult Secrets of Grammar 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A32Zw0jlSCc 

21.  Those that are brainwashed and/or hypnotized to the judicial system working in the judiciary  

 appear  to be blind to their involvement in the control of their own mind and the binding of their  

 spirit while they are participating in the binding of the spirit of others. The system it self is   

preventing the evolution of the soul while allowing crimes to be committed by the very system   put 

into place created to ensure laws are not broken 

                         a. The judicial system came out of Sumeria leading to the Unholy Roman Empire  

    these men manipulated the Judicial system with their own Phony Phonetician  

   Black Magic Word spells known as "Legal Ease" and "Blacks Laws" in order to                 

persuade and control the minds of man. Those that are brainwashed and work in     this 

industry are blind to their involvement in the binding of their own spirit     while they 

bind the spirit of others in so doing are binding the soul preventing the     evolution of 

consciousness.   

                          b. There is no greater crime than to participates in the destruction of creation  
                itself preventing the evolution of consciousness thus preventing the    
  evolution of life.   

      22.  As children when we face trauma the fear fractures our ego/personality producing a kind of mind 

  virus (alter ego which is negatively charged) at the same time producing the pain body.  

 a. The underground laboratories in which experiments are being conducted on 

        unwilling victims, in order to understand this ‘mind virus’, are unnecessary.         

They must be must be closed down and those conducting these experiments          

evaluated for psychopathy.  
 23.  Individuals in mainstream and alternative media are negligent in the reporting of the news. They are 

  not telling the facts as they are. It has come to my attention when listening to reports about the  

 occupation of the Middle East very little of what is being reported is actually facts. Reporting   

that  “The military orders coming from the America is coming from the USA congress is   

 incorrect. The mistake most Americans and other "civilians" around the world make is   

 thinking that foreign policy coming from America is US policy it is not. All foreign policy  

 coming out of Washington DC and the Fed is not US policy. Just as policy coming out of    

Revenue Canada is not Canadian policy. They are both controlled by the same foreign power.   Most 

governments around the world are themselves governed by the same Octopus.  Everything   is 

hidden under the banner of “National Security”. Most war and most governments are    

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A32Zw0jlSCc
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controlled opposition. The lands and those sworn into oath as a Government Employee have   been 

claimed ownership of the “Dark Nobility”. These men/women have bound their souls to   Lucifer's 

agenda.            The “dark 

nobility” aka “cabal” have created the Central Intelligence Agency to exert their will.   The CIA, 

CSIS, KGB, and other Intelligence Agencies around the world are controlled    opposition. 

Those in the "Military" are very clever in hiding their agenda hiding behind    "National 

Security" to keep the real agenda hidden from politicians.  

24. The creation of various organization such as The Bilderberg Group  The Committee of 300, and the  

UN, have all been created to maintain the 'Global Corporate Control”. The matrix of corporate  

control is so convoluted it is mind goggling   

 

 It is clear all Central Intelligence Agency is controlled by the same talking head, (hive mind)it is  

 an octopus aka all seeing eye, hidden hand, hiding behind the disguise of the Vatican. They   

control the word by way of false doctrine and control the inhabitants of earth by the way of   

“Secret Societies”.   

 

  CIA is synonymous with spying on the people and controlling the flow of information.  

 

  I found out recently my emails have been manipulated for years. Reporting this to the police was  

of no use.  

          a. I demand that my computer and my emails are investigated for tampering.  

          25. We have never lived in a democracy as all policy is dictated by the ”CROWN”. It is clear that a    

multiple party government is non-effective in supporting a healthy well-adjusted society     especially 

when the established government policy was/is implemented by a foreign power with    an agenda to destroy 

mankind. In the House of Commons, the issues facing the governed are not     addressed. We have been 

blind to the laws, bills, statutes, and acts being introduced removing our    rights as heirs of creation. It is 

clear when there is opposition there is conflict. Most people just want to    live life in happiness. A multiple 

party-political system will never support the truth of our Oneness. We    will never achieve our highest 

potential when the world is held in a hierarchical system driven by the     lust for money. 

          26. The world is controlled by Martial Law. The BAR Association and the "GLOBAL Military Industrial      

Complex" are owned and controlled by the same talking head which is the “Dark Nobility” aka     “global 

elite”. They are far from being noble as seen in the thoughts they think and the actions they      take. 

Politicians are policed by the extremely dysfunctional and violent members of the Jesuit Order      and the 

Swiss Guard. Politicians are manipulated by fear and/or the illusion of power. The proof is in      our history 

for those that have the willingness to look. Politicians like JFK when he stepped out to tell      the truth 

was soon a victim of the Jesuit Kill Shot and government employees like Ted Gunderson       former FBI are 

suicided (murdered). The reason our world is so dysfunctional is the real criminals       are not 

incarcerated to protect society thus we are never supported in correcting the dysfunction with       in society. 

It is clear that unregulated psychopathy leads to disaster.        a. The “Master 

Manipulators” ie “Master Magicians” conscience is clear as they put everything    in plain sight 

for everyone to see. Seen yet not really seen. The favourite motto of the    Illuminati members 

is “He who would be deceived let them”. 
           27.  There is so much more to what has been done to us by our "Public Servants”. Conscription, inland         
piracy, racketeering, kidnapping, press-ganging, enslavement, false presumption, false arrests, false i     
mpersonation, deliberate miss-characterization, plundering, pillaging, unauthorized hypothecation of      
debt, conspiracy to defraud, conspiracy against The Constitution, invasion, trespassing, copyright      
infringement, trademark violations, identity theft, grand theft and larceny. Besides constructive fraud      in 
general, there is a nagging need to nail down a razor-sharp diagnosis of what has gone on here.  
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a. Unlawful conversion of our identities and our assets has been the entire aim of the 

Territorial Illuminati Tag Team.   

b. Unlawful use of our name and conversion into a Trade Name then redefining it as a Foreign 

Situs Trusts. 

c. Unlawful conversion of our state national standing to that of mere "citizens". 

d. Unlawful conversion of our land patents to titles held under colour of law.  

e. Unlawful conversion of our private property to public assets. 

f. Unlawful conversion of our government on the land to a government on the sea. 

g. Unlawful conversion of the copyrights and trademarks we are owed. 

h. Unlawful conversion of our private bank accounts to public "personal" accounts. 

i. Unlawful conversion of our States to "States of States" and "STATES OF STATES". 

j. Unlawful conversion of our public courts to private corporate tribunals. 

k. Unlawful conversion of private civilian assets to public trust assets. 

l. Unlawful conversion of public records to private registrations. 

m.  conversion of our right to elect to mere voting privileges. 

  28. The sheer scale of this sly, secretive crime spree all across the globe is staggering, especially when       

one considers that it has all taken place under a banner of freedom and progress---- while in fact       delivering 

a form of modern feudalism instead.  

a. I demand that all involved are incarcerated and mankind compensated for the 

pain and suffered sustained by those in authority under the “rulership” of the 

“Global Elite”. 

b. All those in government the politicians responsible must be held accountable 

for their participation in the assault on the planet and her inhabitants.  

              29. All social systems created by the “illuminati” were/are deliberately created using false science.           

Being forced to participate in these systems is a violation to my body matrix (physical body, mental          

body, and spirit body (light body) and an assault on my intelligence.  

i. When in a health crisis I was forced to engage with extremely ignorant 

physicians, psychiatrists and psychologist indoctrinated to the Rockefeller 

fraction of the “Illuminati” specialized Medicine aka “Medical Mafia”. 

               30. What a perfect system to rob the people of earth of our identity, our health, and our wealth. They 

  created and “privately owned” Central Bank owned by the “13 blood lines of Lucifer” known as   

“The Illuminati”. They then control the creation and flow of money through corrupt banking   

practices and taxation.  Then they manipulate the markets with price fixing, corporate takeover,   buying 

and selling currency, and Wall Street insider trading. The taxation system is set up to   regulate how 

much a Legal Person can earn.  Meanwhile they create a “Sick Care” falsely   labelled as a “Health 

Care” in order to make us sick and unable to earn a living. They bankrupt   companies so that people 

lose their jobs. All this so that the private banks can move in for the   kill forcing the sale of our 

(“land and premises”). The bankers get away with this as the judiciary   does not recognize the 

fraud, embezzlement, and entrapment taking place in banks. The   bankers themselves are not held to 

contract law. A perfect way for bankers (carrier criminals) to   increase their assets and line their 
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pockets. The following website has videos with interviews of   an ex-illuminati member confessing 

to his involvement in assisting the top-level bankers in the   art of money laundering. As well as his 

involvement in human trafficking and child rape and   sacrifice.  

 https://irmaschiffers2014.wordpress.com/real-big-power-revelations-by-insider-ronald-bernard-

part-2-2 

              31  I DEMAND A THOROUGH INVESTIGATION INTO THIS PONSY SCEME BY THE CENTRAL BANKS           

PRIVATE BANKS AND REVENUE CANADA 

ii. ALL MONEY AND PROPERTY STOLEN BY THIS SYSTEM MUST BE RETURNED   

TO THE ONE/ONES THAT WAS/WERE STANDING ON THE LAND AND WHO   

EARNED IT THROUGH LABOR.       

iii.  Luke 6:34-38 ESV / 339 And if you lend to those from whom you expect to 

receive, what credit is that to you? Even sinners lend to sinners, to get back the 

same amount. But love your enemies, and do good, and lend, expecting nothing 

in return, and your reward will be great, and you will be sons of the Most High, 

for he is kind to the ungrateful and the evil. Be merciful, even as your Father is 

merciful. “Judge not, and you will not be judged; condemn not, and you will not 

be condemned; forgive, and you will be forgiven; give, and it will be given to you. 

Good measure, pressed down, shaken together, running over, will be put into 

your lap. For with the measure you use it will be measured back to you.” 

iv. .Deuteronomy 23:19-20 ESV / 260 “You shall not charge interest on loans to your 

brother, interest on money, interest on food, interest on anything that is lent for 

interest. You may charge a foreigner interest, but you may not charge your 

brother interest, that the Lord your God may bless you in all that you undertake 

in the land that you are entering to take possession of it. 

v. Leviticus 25:35-37 ESV / 192 “If your brother becomes poor and cannot maintain 

himself with you, you shall support him as though he were a stranger and a 

sojourner, and he shall live with you. Take no interest from him or profit, but fear 

your God, that your brother may live beside you. You shall not lend him your 

money at interest, nor give him your food for profit.       

                   32. it does not get any more diabolical than to make us pay for the demise of our own body. The 

   carreer criminals have created an ideal system to get away with the fore mentioned  

  crimes.  

a. Put the carreer criminal in key positions in business, in law enforcement, in the judiciary and in science and 

you can decimate an entire planet.   

b. Diplomatic immunity is a perfect cover for a diabolical narcissistic psychopath to get away the fore 

mentioned crimes. They get away with creating Laws to protect themselves from prosecution. How 

convenient.  

1. The CIA (head quarters in Switzerland) and every President extends their 

agenda. From the disinfo campaign on Pot in the 1940s right up to Oxy 

when the FDA let loose Big PHAMA. Mainstream #Scientists again 

https://irmaschiffers2014.wordpress.com/real-big-power-revelations-by-insider-ronald-bernard-part-2-2
https://irmaschiffers2014.wordpress.com/real-big-power-revelations-by-insider-ronald-bernard-part-2-2
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giving the public wrong information about the effects. Same people that 

tell you about ( climate change) the same Doctors that told the people 

cigarettes are good. The Media and how the CIA controls them. Granted 

and lucky for us that not all Doctor's or journalist are on this particular 

payroll. Gary Webb was Murdered by those employed in the CIA. Whom 

told the media to push Nut job conspiracy theorist and they did. One 

problem he was anything but that and the history channel makes a point to 

clear his name.  
2. Career Criminals have gotten away with their crimes by invoking the “5th 

Amendment”. It is a fact there is no justice in this.  

http://www.todayifoundout.com/index.php/2014/01/can-people-held-contempt-

invoking-5th-amendment/ 

3. Career criminals join the Judiciary, FBI, CIA, CDC, FDA, and other 

government agencies to expert their authority to fulfill their agenda and 

protect themselves from prosecution once they are caught. It is a fact 

there is no justice in this. I DO NOT CONCENT 

33. I DEMAND A THOROUGH INVESTIGATION OF THE EMPLOYEES OF THESE FOR  

MENTIONED AGANCIES.  

34. I DO NOT CONSENT TO AGENDA 21  

vi. I DEMAND A THOROUGH INVESTIGATION INTO AGENDA 2I  

vii. I DEMAND A THOROUGH INVESTINGATION IN THE VACCINE LIE AND 

COVERUP “Vaccines are neither safe nor effective” 

1. It does not take being a neuroscientist or an immunologist to know that 

injecting toxins (poisons), neurotoxins, foreign DNA, cancer cells, as well 

as attenuated and/or live infections agents directly into the body bypassing 

its natural defenses is not conducive to good health.  

2. http://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/attacking-ourselves-top-doctors-

reveal-vaccines-turn-our-immune-system-against-us 

3. This is an invasive and intrusive technology therefore it is going to have a 

detrimental effect on the CNS especially the adrenal response particularly 

when injected into a defenseless new born or young child. 

4. Deliberately inflicting trauma causing a shock response to a child is not 

only against the child’s free will choice to be in harmony.it is detrimental 

to the CNS and the adrenals (fight or flight response). 

5. An over active immune system is not a healthy immune system.  

6. It is clear vaccines are neither safe nor effective when billions of dollars 

are being paid out in vaccine injury cases.  

http://projectcensored.org/13-us-vaccine-court-paid-three-billion-dollars-

vaccine-injured-families/ 

                iii. I DEMAND A THOROUGH INVESTIGATION INTO TRUE REASON FOR   

GEOENGENEERING AND THE POISONING OF AN ENTIRE PLANET.         iv. I DEMAND A 

THOROUGH INVESTINGATION INTO THE MENTAL STATE   OF DAVID KEITH AND BILL 

AND MELINDA GATES PROMOTORS OF    GEOENGENEERING. 

                  v. It is clear that we are being lied to by government officials with regard to weather       

modification, global warming, and geoengineering the fact that there is an act      on the  Government 

website indicates that we are being lied to.   

http://www.todayifoundout.com/index.php/2014/01/can-people-held-contempt-invoking-5th-amendment/
http://www.todayifoundout.com/index.php/2014/01/can-people-held-contempt-invoking-5th-amendment/
http://projectcensored.org/13-us-vaccine-court-paid-three-billion-dollars-vaccine-injured-families/
http://projectcensored.org/13-us-vaccine-court-paid-three-billion-dollars-vaccine-injured-families/
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7. We the natural born inhabitants of earth have the right to know what 

technology is being used in ‘weather modification’.  

8. http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/W-5/ 

a. Weather Modification Information Act (R.S.C., 1985, c. W-5) 

       3. I demand all cloud seeding and/or geoengineering to cease immediately  

35,  I DEMAND AN INVESTIGATION INTO THE MEMBERS OF THE UN AND AGENDA     21 and 

employees at NASA for their participation.  
i. The men, women, and others involved in this Agenda must be held accountable for  

 their participation in the crimes being perpetrated on the earth and her   

 inhabitants.  These individuals are clearly not in their right mind.  

i. The inhabitants have a right to know that all wars have been manufactured by the “global elite” The following 

website indicates exactly who really owns the Military Industrial Complex  

http://themillenniumreport.com/2016/03/who-owns-and-controls-the-military-

industrial-complex/ 

http://list25.com/25-most-top-secret-military-operations-in-history/ 

 36. I do not consent to the war games presently playing out on our beloved earth ship while politicians  

are making back room deals with corporation for takeover of the vulnerable.   

i.  I do not consent to “spirit cooking”. The horrors of war (rape, murder, and torture) are deliberate for the 

perpetuation of “negativity”. The ‘Global Elite” call it “spirit cooking”. 

    https://www.facebook.com/TheNextStageInHumanEvolution/videos/1519889554748204/ 

ii. From Vietnam to the first Gulf war; the more recent Iraq war, and then Libya and now Syria, the U.S. 

government has a long dark history of lying to justify invading other countries... 

viii. I DO NOT CONSENT 

: https://youtu.be/guSbH9QSnnA 

                  : https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCuOl30DrgpR-YKAk5QeCNCg 

 37. The following website reveals what is really going on our world.       

   https://anewkindofhuman.com/unadulterated-truth-brief-fact…/ 

   i. Media and Governments around the world lie to us and manipulate the information so that     the 

inhabitants are not informed to the reality playing out on Mother Earth https://anewkindofhuman.com/29-times-

government-mainstream…/ 

  ii. 60 Minutes Documentary On Fake Testimony Of "Nayirah":           

    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bhGl03QFUi4&   

  iii. 60 Minutes Documentary on Gulf Of Tonkin Incident:                               

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Uy5RZ70Jkk 

  iv.The Fog Of War Documentary:                                        

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h8ZhIi57x-4 

  v. Sourced documents listed in video: 

       Hillary Clinton's emails about Libyan lies:              

  https://wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/emailid/5651         

 https://www.foreignpolicyjournal.com/…/110402-France-client 

   vi.British House of Commons report on Libyan war lies:          

    https://www.publications.parliament.uk/…/cmselect/cmfaff/11… 

                         vii. LIFG listed as terrorist group during U.S. and NATO's support of them: 

http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/W-5/
http://themillenniumreport.com/2016/03/who-owns-and-controls-the-military-industrial-complex/
http://themillenniumreport.com/2016/03/who-owns-and-controls-the-military-industrial-complex/
http://list25.com/25-most-top-secret-military-operations-in-history/
https://www.facebook.com/TheNextStageInHumanEvolution/videos/1519889554748204/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCuOl30DrgpR-YKAk5QeCNCg
https://anewkindofhuman.com/unadulterated-truth-brief-fact
https://anewkindofhuman.com/29-times-government-mainstream
https://anewkindofhuman.com/29-times-government-mainstream
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bhGl03QFUi4&
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Uy5RZ70Jkk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h8ZhIi57x-4
https://wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/emailid/5651
https://www.foreignpolicyjournal.com/…/110402-France-client
https://www.publications.parliament.uk/
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                              UN: https://www.un.org/…/s…/entity/libyan-islamic-fighting-group 

                              US:  https://www.state.gov/j/ct/rls/other/des/123085.htm 

                              UK: https://www.gov.uk/…/proscribed-terror-groups-or-organisations… 

  viii. Declassified document of US government and allies supporting Al Qaeda and facilitating 

        ISIS rise to power:                         

http://www.judicialwatch.org/…/pgs-287-293-291-jw-v-dod-an…/ 

 38. I demand the release of hidden technologies and those responsible for there suppression to be  

  incarcerated for their crimes upon the earth and her inhabitants 

            39.. I demand the release of information regarding the “Secret Space Program”.  

             41.  I demand a full and/or thorough investigation into NASA’s involvement in covert military operations 

  and/or experimentation being conducted on unsuspecting “citizens” 

ix. People have a right to know that they have been experimented on.  

x. http://www.bestpsychologydegrees.com/30-most-disturbing-human-

experiments-in-history/ 

xi. This experimentation has not ended they have just gotten more sophisticated 

with the use of detrimental frequency's  on the human energy field.   

xii. I do not consent to being a lab rat, I do not consent to anything being a lab rat 

including planet and/or animal being used as test subjects  

xiii. I do not consent to the violating of free will  

xiv. It is degrading, unethical, immoral, and inhumane. . 

xv. Not knowing does not constitute and/or establish consent.  

38. I will never again stand up and sing any National Anthem.  

39. We are a victim of our own ignorance. Our complacency and compliance has allowed for the  numerous 

crimes being perpetrated on ourselves and our fellow man. We have    ignored the side 

effects of a profoundly sick society long enough. Being a patriot is the problem,  being a citizen is the 

problem. 

                 42. Being a registered “citizen" is an open license for those in authority to poison, rape, murder, and 

  steal from us..  

   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=akihQbAcxpE&feature=share 

        43. The ability to pay my mortgage had been systematically taken away from me by the corruption 

  of the systems in place. After a nervous system breakdown in 2001 I was at the mercy of those   

around me as my brain function was impaired. I could no longer function in the position I had   trained 

for so after working 20 years as a Medical Laboratory Technologies I found myself on   Long Term 

Disability.            In 2006 I was sent to 

Alan Buchanon an Occupational Psychiatrist for evaluation by a Union   Administrator to determine 

my status for “Long Term Disability” The fact that I was diagnosed   with “depression” by my 

family physician indicates the lack of education for those trained in   pharmaceutical driven Rockefeller 

Medicine. Depression is ill defined as to what it actually is in   psychiatry leaves me questioning 

the intelligence of my family physician and the psychiatrist I   was referred to. The psychiatrist I 

saw actually told me “once your memory goes there is    nothing we can do”. This is so far 

from the truth which is proven in comparing the letter I wrote   in 2008 adressed to Mr McGinley.                                                                               

EXHIBIT C 

         

https://www.un.org/
https://www.state.gov/j/ct/rls/other/des/123085.htm
https://www.gov.uk/
http://www.judicialwatch.org/
http://www.bestpsychologydegrees.com/30-most-disturbing-human-experiments-in-history/
http://www.bestpsychologydegrees.com/30-most-disturbing-human-experiments-in-history/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=akihQbAcxpE&feature=share
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             It was in 2015 that I started questioning why my CNS and stress response  was never evaluated. 

  The fact that I was never referred to a neurologist points to negligence by the professionals   

working in the fields of Family Medicine, Psychiatrists, and Psychologists I was forced to see.    

 Depression the feeling of helplessness and hopelessness it is an emotional response to ones’ 

  environment which cannot be corrected using psychotropic drugs. Mostly it is associated with a   

feeling of sadness, unworthiness, and an unfulfilled life. Not afforded the opportunity to pursue   our 

reason for being leads to a lack of fulfilment. Depression clouds our perception of reality. It   is a 

condition that cannot be corrected with psychotropic drugs.  These drugs have side effect   that 

exasperate the situation.  

 

  These findings point to the corruption in the “Mental Health Care” industry. Mental implies mind 

  which is only as efficient as the apparatus which process it. The brain is a dual processing   

biocomputer which is presently off line for the majority of the human race. Our ability to   

 experience and communicate has been suppressed. The brain is functioning in duality as we are  

 not yet functioning in whole brain thinking and perceiving with both hemispheres synchronized.  

 There is no technology that can rival a fully activated, balanced, and synchronized human brain. 

 

  The administering of psychotropic drugs will obviously interfere with the normal functioning of 

  the brain. The fact that psychiatrists and psychologist do not inform their patients the importance   

of detoxifying the brain especially after a “shock” response indicates the lack of understanding   of the 

brains importance in processing the emotional body and the mind. This or it points to the   corruption in 

this field by those that have alterior motives for being in these positions of    authority. The 

neurotransmitters released during trauma both physical and psychological trauma   are detrimental to 

normal neuron activity.  

 

  It is Mr. Buchananon opinion as stated in his report “based on this interview and a review of the 

  file, I  find that at January 25, 2006 that Ms. Richard was not capable of undertaking gainful   

employment as indicated by the LTD plan as “a job which is reasonable given Ms. Richards   

training, education and experience and that would provide her with an income at least $2205.53   per 

month 70% of the current rate of pay for her per-disability occupation as a lab     

Technologist”. Forced hardship on someone that has suffered with a compromised CNS and   

adrenal system is actually unreasonable, unethical, and immoral. Forcing an individual that has   had a 

nervous breakdown into debt then taking away their ability to pay for their mortgage   without due 

process clearly points to a corrupt system. Deliberately putting an individual into   debt slavery by the 

system for the system itself is beyond criminal. I demand an investigation of   these individual’s 

financial affairs with regard to real estate.  

                                                                                                                

 It was in 2008 I expressed my desire to Great West Life to be retrained in order to enter the work 

  force. The fact the I was denied retraining was what woke me up to the corruption leading me    

 to investigate the social structure of the reality I was living. On May 20, 2008  I was scheduled   

for testing to  evaluate my capacity to enter the work force and was sent to Diversified    

Rehabilitation Inc for a psychovocational assessment report by and for Great West Life. It has   always 

been my desire to be an active supportive member of society. I started working when I   was 11 years 

old.  I was under the impression at the time they were evaluating me to assist me in   getting me 

back into the workforce. The sad reality is those trained in these professions are not   educated in 

mind, body, spirit science. The neuropsychologist administering the test was acting   under many 

assumptions as a result of his training and lack of education. This clearly points to a   flaw in the 

mental state and lack of intelligence of this individual.                EXHIBIT D     
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  In the report, he wrote “Intelligence is generally considered to reflect an individual’s learning 

  history, capacity for future learning and ability to interact effectively within the environment.”   

Clearly, he is completely miss lead with regard to intellect and intelligence. The intellect is the   aspect 

of the mind that learns through direct experience and that which it learns through reading   and the 

teachings of those that came previous resulting in stored memory. On the other hand    Intelligence 

can not be learned it is not sought after it is innate and inherent in each human   being. Those  with an 

open mind and well developed right brain hemisphere are able to access  and express higher 

intelligence. He wrote in his report “The obtained. WAIS!!! Results were  significant for a very large 

Verbal versus Performance IQ difference (Verbal IQ was 40 points   lower) This is a highly unusual 

finding, occurring in less than one percent of the age marched   population. Possible explanations 

for this finding ran from longstanding left brain deficits, very   limited schooling, long-term limited 

social contact, or a combination of any of the    aforementioned…ect. Pain would not be 

tenable explanation. I do not think that the MVA was a   factor (e.g. head injury). “His lack of 

attention or desire to actually know my history leaves me   perplexed. His evaluation of the text score 

numbers with regard to the pre-set Intelligence test   protocols was  as follows”: ‘areas that were 

considered significant weaknesses include:    commonsense, judgement and arithmetic. 

Additionally, all verbal domains were all lower than   average. 

 

   I would like to point out that I was an honours math student in High School and received B’s in 

  College in both Chemistry and Physics. His evaluation states: “The test data suggest that in   

general, verbal capabilities are a weakness for Ms. Richard. She would have difficulty in    

processing the verbal information garnered from clients in terms of identifying issues,    

conceptualizing problems, analyzing for solutions and following progress. Additionally, most   

regular counselling jobs require a Masters degree and I think that Ms.Richard would not be able   to 

complete same. She is not particularly charismatic and would not be able to consistently   engage clients 

from that perspective. She does appear to be quite empathic and willing to “hear”   people’s stories. 

While she may have garnered significant knowledge from her own journey and   the limited training 

she has pursued, there would be much more required for her to develop a   skill set that would allow her 

to consistently function as a helper of people  with emotional   issues. 

  

   It is clear the education of our trained professions is useless if the curriculum is flawed and the  

 individual lacks intelligence.   

 

                        He goes on in his report: In short I believe the worker would be significantly challenged in terms 

  of ability to secure employment a spiritual/life coach if such employment was available”.  

  I would like to point out that I requested to be retrained as a spiritual counsellor, hypnotherapist  

 or life coach and not a “career counsellor”. The training in the for mentioned modalities would   

have assisted me in restoring well-being. The fact that this “trained professional” was    

incapable of determining that I was having difficulty thinking during the testing which would if   on 

was keen in their evaluational would see that  an adverse episode must have occurred which   would 

explain the state I was in at the time. It is disconcerting that he did not have the    capacity to 

see that something must have occurred to give me the “left “brain deficiencies he   mentioned and the 

inability to think and vocalize correctly. His evaluation points out his lack of   intelligence. It is 

troubling to realize these trained professionals, do no realize that the neutral   activity in the brain 

can be inhibited with toxic chemicals both internally and externally    sourced. He neglects 

to mention that the brain has neuroplasticity which is inhibited with the   use of external toxins 

including psychotropic drugs. I am concerned that these individuals are   seen as experts in their field 

and can be called upon in court proceedings.  
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My own situation has proven the ability of the brain to regenerate and restore functionality. It  

was after I met Dr. Pallipow in August of 2014 that started me on the road to recovery. He is a  very 

benevolent and caring chiropractor that educated me on the importance of detoxifying the  body 

and brain as well as how vitally important it is to realign the spin. I found it disturbing  that Dr. 

Pallipow knew more about my condition after a 1 hour visit with regard to what to do to  assist my 

body/brain to recovery than my family Doctor that I had been seeing for 16 years.  Not only did he know 

why my brain was not functioning correctly he understood the emotional  impact of trauma on brain 

function. Which none of the Doctors trained in Rockefeller Medicine  had the wherewithal to 

determine. It was after meeting Dr. Pallipow that turned my attention to  researching the benefits of 

detoxing the brain as such I developed my own Brain detoxing and  nutritional protocol. It was Dr. 

Mazurine a Doctor in Naturalistic Medicine that shared with me  the  importance of good fats for 

normal brain function as the brain is cholesterol, a low fat diet  starves “IT”. It was after this that I 

introduced coconut oil into my diet. 

 I later discovered I have been suffering from PTSD ever since the trauma I experienced at the  

hands of my family Doctor when my youngest daughter was born. None-of the psychologist and  

psychiatrist I was referred to, trained in Rockefeller Medicine, had the capacity to determine  this. 

These so called “professionals” are not trained to recognize and realize the effects of the  stress 

response on the brains ability to process information. I demand an evaluation of this  profession 

and a review of their educational material. No one having had experienced a nervous  breakdown 

should have to undergo the demoralizing and dehumanizing testing of these morally,  ethically, 

intellectually deficient and unintelligent human being. Greed has corrupted the human  genome it is 

clear that the individuals trained in the professions are either corrupt this or they  are lacking in 

intelligence and lacing common sense. 

             44. The fact that these so called trained professionals can have an individual committed and drugged 

  against their will with no accountability is disconcerting to say the least.     

 a. The “Global Elite” ie career criminals have devised an iron clad system for eliminating   

  the individuals not programmed and unprogrammable to their agenda.  

              b. I demand an investigation into the Mental Health Industry and the drugging of our 

    Prophets. 

                .                    c. I demand an investigation into the violent nature of the Mental Health Industry.        

45. It is clear in order to have a healthy well-adjusted society we must do away with the class   
system. 

xvi. Poverty breeds crime.  

xvii. I demand evolving into wage equality for all individuals in the work force.   

      46. We have been lied to about the history of the earth, the seeding of the planet, our evolution  and 

the evolution of the cosmos.  

i. I DEMAND FULL DISCLOSURE! 

a.. I demand the acknowledgement of the control grids both etheric and corporate. 

  The etheric control grid is ancient. It is known as Yaldabaoth better known as “The 

 Veil” It is a negative plasma Octopus that permeates the Earth. It is a being made of 

 plasma energy. It was first made manifest when we bought into fear. 

 This entity is not separate from us it was first formed from a particular sector of the 

Andromeda galaxy, and, through Orion, eventually ended up in this solar system and our 

Planet. It is now known as a chief to the Archons. It is our collective unconsciousness of 

fear and other lower density thoughts and emotions. We unconsciously feed it when we 
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express lower density thoughts and emotions created in what we are calling ‘negative’ 

experiences. It is a feedback loop that controls humanity using most of the plasma of our 

Solar System. This plasma entity is slowly disintegrating, or rather transformed into pure 

light, as the Light Forces are proceeding to dismantle/deactivate it." 

a. As a member of the family of light in good standing with heaven I am 

active in assisting the removal of this control grid by assisting individuals 

to clear their emotional baggage and integrating the fractured aspects of 

their ego/personality. This is a necessary part of our evolution to ensure 

the success of singularity and the evolution of consciousness to support 

life.  

i. https://www.disclosurenews.it/en/yaldabaoth-tentacles-removal/ 

b. The control grid has created a feedback loop keeping individuals trapped 

in their own mental projections. It has been difficult to understand if 

Lucifer is knowing of this as he seems to support this control grid. 

Trapping people in a false light. Very few have broken through to the 

source of their own creation. It is scientifically impossible to separate 

source energy (the foundation of all life) from that which is made 

manifest.  

i. https://vortexcourage.me/2016/04/24/false-light-and-traps-of-

agreement/ 

ii. The false narrative perpetuated from the pulpit is prohibitive to 

the evolution of life 

1. I reiterate I do not consent to this false narrative.  

ii. I reiterate the corporate control is so convoluted it is mind boggling.       See Affidavit.   

 47 I retain all of my rights always and forevermore, see Notice of Innerstanding and Intent attached to  

 Affidavit.  

48.  As a true sovereign, I am no longer bound by citizenship thus am free to traverse time and space as  well as 

travel free on the land.  

49.  The limitation of the imposed laws, rules, regulation, statutes, and/or bills implemented by    

legislators are voluntary thus require consent. My declaration of Sovereignty is implicit in the fact that I  do not consent 

to the violation of my free will. 

50. I do unequivocally and undeniably understand my responsibilities as a sovereign.  

51.  Heaven stands supreme; the nature of creation reigns supersedes all Man-made Laws, rules,  regulations,  

statutes, and/or bills implemented by lesser man. These beings incarnated and living on earth that have  implemented 

and endorsed them using the Judicial System to impose and enforce them have proven  by their thoughts, word, and 

deeds to be immoral, unethical,  and out of integrity with One Heaven and  the flow of Nature. 

52. My ecclesiastical right to live by my truth of Oneness-the Law of One- the Law of Love cannot be over   

written.  I have declared in my Claim of Right that I live by the Law of One-The Law of Love it is a   violation of my 

free will to impose man-made Laws on a Living God.  

53. Maxim of Law: consent makes the law. A contract is law between parties which can acquire force only by  

consent. I do not consent to being forced out of my home illegally and unlawfully.           54. I never agreed 

to the conditions imposed with regard to the outlandish claims by those at the Vatican  with  regard to the birth 

https://www.disclosurenews.it/en/yaldabaoth-tentacles-removal/
https://vortexcourage.me/2016/04/24/false-light-and-traps-of-agreement/
https://vortexcourage.me/2016/04/24/false-light-and-traps-of-agreement/
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registration and the creation of the natural person as a corporate fiction. I never  agreed to the illegal stealing of my 

name and did not agree to the notion that capitalizing the letters of a  natural born person’s name creates a corporate 

fiction  just because someone says so. It is all   Babylonian Black Magic word spells which I do not agree with. 

The fact that so many seemingly   intelligent men and women have bought into this is disconcerting.   

    a. Please see my web page created on January 17, 2017 verifying my stance on this 

matter.                        https://doveyou.wordpress.com/2017/01/17/vatican-exposed/            

  55.   I did not accept the offer to contract, I could not accept that which I did not wilfully know and I did not 

  consent to the proceedings. 

              56.  I was forced under duress and threat to consent to the contract offer and the proceedings in the  

  fore mentions case with The Royal Bank of Canada. . .” 

        57.  I did not give my authority away to the judiciary I was forced under duress to let the realtor into  

  my home that I occupy. I did NOT agree that using my name in all CAPITAL LETTERS makes me a   

corporation.  I was explicit with the Realtor that I did not accept the violation of my privacy and my right   

to live on the land.         

Signed ___________________________________ Date: _____________________County of___________________ 

On this the ____ day of _____________, in _________________, before me,________________________________ ,  

the undersigned officer, personally appeared Redeemer Lorna Lynne Borgeson Queen Mother, known to me (or 

satisfactorily proven) to be the man and/or women whose name is/are subscribed to the within instrument and 

acknowledged that he/she/they executed the same for the purposes there in contained. In witness whereof I here 

unto set my hand and official seal. Notary Public  Printed Name: __________________________________________  

My Commission Expires: ______________________________________________________________________________ 

https://doveyou.wordpress.com/2017/01/17/vatican-exposed/

